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Self-Similarity and Long-Range Dependence 33(i) BH has stationary increments;(ii) BH(0) = 0 and EBH(t) = 0 for all t;(iii) EBH(t)2 = jtj2H for all t;(iv) BH has continuous paths;(v) BH is a Gaussian process.In the limiting case H = 1=2 process BH would be standard Brownianmotion (BM), and with H = 1, BH would be a deterministic process withlinear paths, [9].By properties (i), (v), �nite-dimensional distributions of BH are fullydetermined by the (zero) mean and variance function.The process BH is an important case of general self-similar processZH = (ZH(t) ; t 2 R) with self-similarity parameter H 2 (0; 1) which isde�ned as follows: �nite-dimensional distributions of the scaled processZ(T )H = �T�HZH(T t) ; t 2 R� (1.1)do not depend on time scale parameter T > 0.A process ZH is called second order self-similar if the covariance func-tion of the process Z(T )H does not depend on T . (We note that for a BMthis de�nition is equivalent to self-similarity.)It is easy to calculate the covariance function of FBM, which is positiveand has the formcov (BH(s); BH (t)) = E [BH(s)BH (t)]= 1=2E �BH(t)2 +BH(s)2 � (BH(t)�BH(s))2�= 1=2 �t2H + s2H � jt� sj2H� ; t; s 2 R : (1.2)We note that if BH is a BM (that is H = 1=2) then from (1.2) or byindependence of increments we obtaincov�B1=2(s); B1=2(t)� = min(t; s) :Expression (1.2) implies that for any t1 < t2 � t3 < t4cov (BH(t2)�BH(t1); BH(t4)�BH(t3))= 1=2 �(t4 � t1)2H � (t3 � t1)2H + (t3 � t2)2H � (t4 � t2)2H� : (1.3)



34 Evsei V. MorozovThe (stationary) discrete time sequence of increments of FBM BH ,(B�H (n) = BH(n+1)�BH(n), n = 0; 1 : : : ), is called fractional Gaussiannoise (FGN). It follows from (1.3) that the covariance function of FGN(which coincides with correlation) has the formr(n) = cov (B�H(0); B�H(n))= 1=2 �(n+ 1)2H � 2n2H + (n� 1)2H� ; n � 1 : (1.4)To obtain asymptotic behaviour of r(n) as n ! 1, we apply Taylor'sexpansion to power functions in (1.4). It gives(n� 1)2H = n2H � 2Hn2H�1 +H(2H � 1)n2H�2� 2H(2H � 1)(2H � 2)n2H�33! + o(n2H�3) ; (1.5)and then (1.4), (1.5) implyr(n) = H(2H � 1)n�2(1�H) + o(n�(3�2H)) as n!1 ; (1.6)or r(n) � const � n�2(1�H) as n!1 ; (1.7)where � means that ratio converges to 1. This expression is a ba-sis to introduce more general asymptotically self-similar process ZH =(ZH(n); n = 0; 1; : : : ), where covariance function r(n) has the asymptoticform r(n) � n��L(n) as n!1 ; (1.8)where parameter 0 < � < 1 and L is slowly varying function at in�nity(that is limn!1L(nx)=L(n) = 1 for all x > 0). It follows from (1.7) thatH = 1� �2 : (1.9)The above stated results can be used to model new surprising featureswhich have been revealed recently by careful statistical analysis of traf-�c data in modern broadband communication networks (e.g. EthernetLAN, [14]).



Self-Similarity and Long-Range Dependence 35Let Z = (Zn; n = 0; 1; : : : ) be wide sense stationary (covariance sta-tionary) sequence with EZ0 = 0; Var(Z0) = �2 and autocorrelation func-tion r(n) = cov(Z0; Zn)�2 ; n � 0 ;which satis�ed assumption (1.8). In the network tra�c context, we maytreat Zn as the number of packets (bytes) arriving in network tra�c pernth time unit. Based on the sequence Z, let us de�ne the aggregated (alsocovariance stationary) sequence Z(m) = (Z(m)n ; n � 0), constructed bypartition of original process into non-overlapping blocks of a �xed size m,where Z(m)n = Znm + � � �+ Znm+m�1mH ; n � 0; (1.10)where parameter H = 1� �=2 2 (1=2; 1), and let r(m) be the autocorrela-tion function of the process Z(m). Denote ~Z(m)n = Znm+ � � �+Znm+m�1,n � 0.As in continuous time, we say that the original process Z is (ex-actly) self-similar with self-similarity parameter H = 1 � �=2 if �nite-dimensional distributions of the aggregated process Z(m) do not dependon block size m. (In particular, process (1.10) is equivalent to Z.) Secondorder self-similarity means that the covariance function of process (1.10)does not depend on m. It is easy to see that for self-similar process Z,Var�Z(m)0 � = �2m�� ; m � 1 : (1.11)Moreover, autocorrelation function r(m) of the self-similar process Z(m)has form (1.4). To prove this we �rst note thatr(1) = 12 E �(Z0 + Z1)2 � Z20 � Z21��2 = 22H�1 � 1 ;and then apply induction to obtain representation (1.4). Since by (1.10),cov� ~Z(m)0 ; ~Z(m)n � = m2H cov(Z0; Zn) ;then (1.11) implies that r(n) = r(m)(n) for all m and n.



36 Evsei V. MorozovWe note that a stationary process Z is called asymptotically second-order self-similar if its autocorrelation functionr(m)(n)! 12 �(n+ 1)2H � 2n2H + (n� 1)2H� as m!1 : (1.12)The most unusual feature of self-similar process Z is that the aggre-gated process Z(m) has a nondegenerate correlation structure as aggrega-tion size m ! 1, in strong contrast to the conventional models of timeseries, where for each n,r(m)(n)! 0 as m!1 ; (1.13)(see [14]). To show this, let us consider an important particular casewhen sequence Z is k-dependent for some �xed k � 0 (that is (Zn+i; i �k + 1) and (Zi; i � n) are independent for each n � 0). We note thatindependent variables are 0-dependent. It is known, [3], that in this caseVar� ~Z(m)0 �m ! Var (Z0) as m!1 : (1.14)But it is obvious that cov�Z(m)0 ; Z(m)n � = 0 for n � 2 and m � k, thattogether with (1.14) leads to (1.13).2 Long-Range DependenceIn this section, we consider some properties of long-range dependent pro-cesses and their ties with the self-similarity.Let Z = (Zn; n = 1; 2 : : : ) be a (covariance) stationary discrete timeprocess with autocorrelation function r. IfXn�1 r(n) =1 ;then the process Z is said to be long-range dependent (LRD), otherwise,Z is short-range dependent.



Self-Similarity and Long-Range Dependence 37First we note that under asymptotic assumption (1.8) the process Zexhibits long-range dependence. Really, due to (1.8),Xn�1n��L(n) =1 ; (2.1)since � < 1 and summability/nonsummability of the series does not de-pend on slowly varying function L, [12]. Moreover, the short-range depen-dent process is characterized by an exponential decay of autocorrelationfunction, that is r(n) � �n as n!1 (2.2)for some � 2 (0; 1), [14]. This shows, that relation (1.8) may be used asde�nition of the LRD process, which is thus determined by a hyperbolicdecay of autocorrelation function. One can note that divergence in (2.1)guarantees a nondegenerate correlation structure of the aggregated pro-cess Z(m) in (1.9) for all m (see (1.12) and also [14]).The long-range dependence of (wide sense) continuous time station-ary process Z = (Zt; t 2 R) can also be de�ned via its autocorrelationfunction r(t) = cov (Z(0); Z(t))Var(Z(0) ; t 2 R ;by the condition Z 10 r(t)dt =1 : (2.3)(Otherwise, the process Z is short-range dependent.)Now we discuss some applications of LRD processes which are quiteimportant to model properties of the tra�c in the modern communicationnetworks, [7, 9, 10, 14].Consider independent nonnegative random variables �1, �2, : : : and letf�n; n � 2g be i.i.d. with distribution function (d.f.) F and E � = � <1(� is the generic variable of the sequence). Suppose also thatF1(x) = P(�1 � x) = 1� Z x0 (1� F (u))du ; x � 0 ; (2.4)



38 Evsei V. Morozovthat is the renewal process, generated by the sequence f�n; n � 1g isstationary , [1]. Denote S0 = 0, Sn = �1 + : : : + �n, n � 1, and letZ = (Zn; n � 1) be a sequence of i.i.d random variables independent off�ng with Var(Z1) = �2 <1. Let�(t) = � Zn ; if t 2 [Sn�1; Sn) , n � 1 ;0 ; otherwise. (2.5)The process � = (�(t); t � 0) is called renewal rate process, [7]. We recallthat the underlying renewal processN(t) = min(n : Sn > t) ; t � 0is stationary, so the process � is stationary too. Based on representation�(t) =Xn�1Zn 1ft2[Sn�1;Sn)g ;(1 means indicator), we obtain thatE�(t) = EZ1 ; Var(�(t)) = �2 for all t : (2.6)Moreover, applying independence the process Z and indicators 1, andalso independence �(t) and �(0) = Z1 on the event f�1g we obtain that(see [7])cov (�(0);�(t)) = Var(Z1)P(�1 > t)= �2� Z 1t (1� F (u))du ; t � 0 : (2.7)Now it follows from (2.4), (2.6), (2.7) thatr(t) = cov (�(0);�(t))�2 = 1� Z 1t (1� F (u))du ; t � 0 : (2.8)In particular, if E �2 =1 thenZ 10 r(t)dt = 1� Z 10 u(1� F (u))du =1 ; (2.9)



Self-Similarity and Long-Range Dependence 39and renewal rate process � is LRD.Let us consider another example (adopted from [7]), where the auto-correlation function is easy to investigate; let f�(t); t � 0g be the processcounting the number of currently busy servers in in�nite server queueingmodel M=G=1. Suppose that input is Poisson with intensity � and i.i.d.service times fSn; n � 1g have �nite mean. Since this model has equi-librium distribution we suppose that the process � is initially stationary.Then it is well-known that E �(0) = �ES ; (2.10)where S is the generic variable for service time. To compute covariancefunction of the process � we denote (for a �xed moment t)Z1(t) = # calls in system both at 0 and t;Z2(t) = # calls in system at 0 but not t;Z3(t) = # calls in system at t but not 0.It is known (for instance, [1]) that this model has Poisson departureprocess. Thus all Zi are independent, Poisson distributed variables and�(0) = Z1(t) + Z2(t) ; �(t) = Z1(t) + Z3(t) :This implies cov(�(0); �(t)) = Var(Z1(t)) = EZ1(t) : (2.11)Let B be the set of numbers of initially occupied servers, so the capacityof B equals �(0). Let S(i) be the (stationary) residual service time of aserver i 2 B. By stationarity,P (S(i) > t) = 1ES Z 1t (1� F (u))du ; i 2 B ; (2.12)and moreover, EZ1(t) = E�Pi2B 1fS(i)>tg�, where indicators are indepen-dent of the set B. Hence (2.10), (2.11) and Wald's identity implycov(�(0); �(t)) = EZ1(t) = � Z 1t (1� F (u))du ; (2.13)(also see [9]). Thus, if ES2 =1 then the process � is LRD.



40 Evsei V. MorozovIt would be interesting to apply this approach to queueing regenera-tive processes where an underlying renewal process is generated by theregeneration points with �nite mean regeneration cycle length and in�-nite variance. The main di�culty here is that usually (unlike the modelM=G=1) values of a regenerative queueing process strongly depend onthe current regeneration cycle length and as a result a characteristic un-der investigation also has in�nite variance. In other words, in this case aqueueing process treated as the process Z (see (2.5)) would be dependenton the underlying renewal process f�ng. Nevertheless, it is possible toconsider binary-type renewal rate processes, where sequence Z may betreated, for instance, as a \fraction of ON- or OFF- time" during regen-eration cycle, and so on (see ON/OFF model in next section).3 Fractional Brownian Tra�c and ON/OFFsources with Heavy TailsIn this section, we consider the so-called ON/OFFmodel withm sources ofpacket trains and show their role in the understanding of self-similarity andlong-range dependence as important features of the tra�c in modern com-munication networks, [13, 11]. First we give the following de�nition [8, 9].De�nition 2. The processA(t) = mt+pamBH(t) ; t � 0 ; (3.1)where BH is a normalized FBM, is called fractional Brownian tra�c.The process A has three parameters: Hurst parameter H 2 [1=2; 1)(if H = 1=2, we call A Brownian tra�c), mean input rate m > 0 anda variance coe�cient a > 0. To motivate choice (3.1) we may �rst re-fer to di�usion approximation of Poisson input N with intensity rate �,where N(t) is the number of arrivals in interval [0; t), t � 0. Namely,due to functional central limit theorem, [2] the corresponding centeredand normalized process converges weakly (that is its �nite-dimensionaldistributions converge in Skorokhod topology) to a BM B1=2 = B, that is�N(nt)� �ntp�n ; t � 0�) fB(t); t � 0g as n!1 : (3.2)



Self-Similarity and Long-Range Dependence 41This implies the following approximation N(nt) � �nt+p�nB(t), whichis equivalent to N(t) � �t+p�B(t) ; (3.3)since, by self-similarity, pnB(t) = B(nt). We note that (3.2) holds forgeneral renewal process with mean interrenewal time � and �nite variance�2, in which case we replacep� by ���3=2 in denominator in (3.2), see [2].(For Poisson input ��1 = � = �.)Now we describe an ON/OFF model with m sources and heavy-tailed distributions, which also leads in limit to fractional Brownian traf-�c [11, 13].Consider m i.i.d. sources of packet trains, where ON-period is thetrain length and OFF-period is the intertrain distance. For each source i,the ON-period's lengths f�(i)n ; n � 1g are i.i.d. and independent of thei.i.d. OFF-period's lengths f~�(i)n ; n � 1g. The ON- and OFF-periodsare strictly alternating and their lengths have d.f. F1 and F2 respectively(for each source). Generally, F1 6= F2. We note that for each i thepairs (�(i)n ; ~�(i)n ) form an alternating renewal process. De�ne for each i thebinary time series fWi(t); t � 0g, where Wi(t) = 1 if time t belongs toON-period, and Wi(t) = 0 otherwise. Consider the following aggregatedcumulative process with a rescaling factor T > 0,W �m(T t) = Z Tt0 mXi=1Wi(u)du ; t � 0 ; (3.4)counting packet trains arriving from all m sources in interval [0; T t).(More exactly, this process counts ON-periods time.)Let means E� = �1, E ~� = �2 be �nite, where �, ~� are correspondinggeneric variables. The main assumption is that � and ~� have in�nite sec-ond moments (in other words, exhibit long-range dependence). Namely,we assume that the following heavy-tailed distribution assumption1� Fi(x) � cix�(1+�i)Li(x) ; i = 1; 2 (3.5)is satis�ed for F1 or F2 (of for both). Here ci > 0 are constants, 0 < �i < 1and Li are slowly varying functions at in�nity. It is easy to see that (3.5)does imply �niteness of means butE�2 =1 ; E ~�2 =1 :



42 Evsei V. Morozov(One can check that E�r <1 if r < 1+ �1, and E�r =1 if r > 1+ �1.Of course, the same holds for variable ~� with replacement �1 by �2, seealso [11].) It is assumed that, for each i, the renewal process generatedby the ON/OFF-periods is stationary, so in particular, = �1�1 + �2 (3.6)is the probability to start process with ON-period and, simultaneously itis the time-average limit of the ON-periods time. It is proved in [13] thatas m!1 and then T !1, the following weak convergenceW �m(T t)� T tmTHpL(T )m ) cBH(t) (3.7)holds in the space of cadlag functions on the real line (this functionalspace is equipped with Skorokhod topology). Here c > 0 is a constant,BH is a FBM and L is a slowly varying function (as T ! 1), and c,H , L are completely determined via prede�ned parameters ci, �i, �i andfunctions Li, i = 1; 2.In work [6], for the same ON/OFF model is found a natural simulta-neous time-scaling procedure (there is no need to perform two successivelimits in m and T separately). Namely, suppose that d.f. F of (joined)renewal time � + ~� (that is, F is the convolution of F1 and F2) exhibitsheavy tail, 1� F (x) � x�(1+�)L(x) ; (3.8)where 0 < � < 1, and the number of sources m and rescaling factor Tincrease in such a way that m � T �. Then it follows from [6] that thefollowing weak convergence holds:W �m(tm1=�)� tm1+1=�m1=� ) const �BH(t) ; as m!1 ; (3.9)where H = 1� �=2. (This corresponds to (3.7) since TH � m1=��1=2.)As an application of previous results to Ethernet tra�c, we considera process W �m which is the superposition of m i.i.d. renewal processes Niwith Pareto distribution of renewal time with �nite mean � and in�nite



Self-Similarity and Long-Range Dependence 43variance. (That is, the interrenewal time distribution has the form 1 �F (x) = (x0=x)� for x � x0 and 0 < � < 2.) That is, processW �m(t) = mXi=1Ni(t) ; t � 0counts the accumulated number of (Ethernet) packets generated by mindependent identical users in interval [0; t). Then it follows from theabove stated results thatW �m(t) � mt� + cm1=�BH(tm�1=�) ; (3.10)where c > 0 is a constant and H = 1 � �=2. (We note that mt=� isapproximately the mean total number of renewals in [0; t), whereas tmin (3.7) is (approximately) equal to the mean fraction of ON-periods timein the same interval.) By self-similarity,m1=�BH(tm�1=�) = pmBH(t) in distribution.This implies the following approximationW �m(t) � mt� +pc2mBH(t) ; (3.11)that corresponds to a fractional Brownian tra�c, see (3.1).In conclusion we compute the variance of an input process A(t) =R t0 �(u)du, t � 0, where � is a renewal rate process, [7]. Without loss ofgenerality we assume that EA(t) = 0 for all t (see [9]), and let the process� be stationary. Applying Fubini's theorem we obtainVar(A(t)) = E�Z t0 �(u)du Z t0 �(s)ds� = Z t0 Z t0 E(�(u);�(s))duds= Z tu=0 Z us=0 cov (�(u);�(s)) duds+ Z tu=0 Z ts=u cov (�(u);�(s)) duds : (3.12)



44 Evsei V. MorozovThis easily leads to the following resultVar(A(t)) = 2 Z tu=0 Z us=0 cov (�(u);�(s)) duds : (3.13)If the renewal rate process is de�ned as in (2.5) then by stationarity wehave (see (2.7))cov (�(u);�(s)) = Var(Z1)��1 Z 1ju�sj(1� F (z))dz :We note that if the ON/OFFmodel has a single source (that is, process� is the binary-type process W , see (3.4)) and the following assumptionsF1(t) = t�(1+�)L(t) ; F2(t) = o(1� F1(t)) as t!1 ; (� 2 (0; 1))hold, then it is shown in [5], thatcov (�(0);�(t)) � �22��3 t��L(t) ; t!1 ;where L is a slowly varying function and � = �1 + �2, see (3.6).We also note the following useful conservation property of fractionalBrownian tra�c which is directly deduced from de�nition 1, [8]: ifAi(t) = mit+pmiaB(i)H (t) ; i = 1; : : : ;mare fractional Brownian tra�cs and FBM's B(i)H are independent withcommon parameter H , then the superposition A(t) = PiAi(t) can bewritten as A(t) = mt+pmaBH(t), where m =Pimi and BH is a FBMwith parameter H .AcknowledgementsI would like to thank Ilkka Norros for fruitful discussions during his visitto Petrozavodsk University. Also I would like to thank Ilkka and IngemarKaj for numerous papers which they kindly supplied me. I especially notelecture notes [7] since they were the �rst strong stimulus to know morein the area which is quite important in understanding the development ofmodern communication networks.
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